
 
 
 
 
Stephanie Briody is the founder and CEO of Behavioral Health Innovators, a non-profit 
working to create solutions that address anxiety, depression and substance use 
challenges in teens. She is a 500-hour Tier 2 Certified Baptiste Power Yoga teacher, 
and a RYT 500-hour certified yoga teacher through Yoga Alliance. Stephanie also 
completed a 200-hour Princeton Power Yoga Teacher Training Intensive with Certified 
Baptiste Teacher Denise Bonnaig. She is committed to sharing the transformative 
practice of yoga with her students. 
 

Jill Abraham is one of the founders of Yogis Unite for RecoveryBuild and is the 
Owner/Director of Power Yoga of Cape Cod, named Best Yoga Studio of Cape Cod for 5 
consecutive years. She is a 1200-Hour Tier 3 Certified Baptiste Influencer, 500-Hour 
Certified Kripalu Instructor, and a 500-Hour E-Registered Yoga Teacher with Yoga 
Alliance. Jill created and leads the 200-hour Yoga Alliance Certified Teacher Training at 
Power Yoga of Cape Cod. 

 

Leigh Alberti, co-owner/director of Power Yoga of Cape Cod Dennisport, is a certified 
and registered yoga teacher through Yoga Alliance.  Leigh teaches vinyasa flow and 
restorative classes at both Power Yoga of Cape Cod locations.  She is also certified to 
teach Yin Yoga and Prenatal Yoga. Leigh completed her first teacher training in 2007, 
and in 2009 completed her 200-Hour through Prana Power Yoga.  She became a full-
time yoga teacher in 2010 and has completed over 300 additional hours of trainings. 

 
Pat Clancy is a 200-Hour Certified Yoga Instructor. He has been teaching for 3 years and 
it keeps getting better and better. He is also a Level One Baptiste graduate. Yoga has 
made a profound impact on his life and he gets great joy from sharing what he has 
learned with his students. Pat has been a Recovery Peer Mentor for the APG since 2019. 
 
 
 

Talia Arone is a Registered 200-Hour Yoga Teacher and is certified through Yoga 
Alliance. She graduated from the Power Yoga of Cape Cod Teacher Training program 
in 2019. Since then, she has completed a total of 300-hours with the Baptiste 
Institute: Journey into Power Level One and Level Two and is a Certified Baptiste Yoga 
Instructor. Talia has raised over $10,000 for RecoveryBuild through “Dips for 
Donations,” jumping into the oceans on Cape Cod throughout the winter seasons.  She 
is a great supporter of the work that RecoveryBuild does for teens. 
  



 
 
 
 
Jennifer Plusch is a Registered 500-hour Yoga Teacher having received her 200-hour 
certification under the direction of Jill Abraham at Power Yoga of Cape Cod and her 
300-hour advanced training through Laughing Lotus NYC.  She is a certified Baptiste 
Instructor having completed her Level One training with Baron Baptiste in 2019 and 
continuing with advancement through assisting courses and Social Impact training with 
the Baptiste Foundation.  She is currently in training for her 200-hour certification in 
Katonah yoga.  She teaches a strong class with creative sequences that are lighthearted 
and accessible to all - holding space for each student to be present and move on their 
mats exactly as they are. 
 
 

Ayanna Parrent is a Licensed Independent Clinical Social Worker, Certified School 
Adjustment Counselor, and became a certified Zumba instructor in the spring of 2010. 
She went on to become certified in Kids Zumba, Zumba Toning, Aqua fitness, Yoga 200-
Hour Registered Yoga Teacher, Y12SR Yoga, Spinning, Cize Live and Pound Fitness, and 
created Are & Be Soul Yoga. Her passion to is to work with others in recovery from 
addictions, trauma, hopelessness, depression, anxiety, eating disorders and other 
issues through using the tools of mindfulness, movement and fun. 
 

 
Jessica Riley Norton is the founder of Evoke Yoga in Hyannis, which she opened to 
create a supportive, energetic community with opportunities to grow and thrive 
through the ancient wisdom of yoga. Jessica believes that movement is medicine, and 
in her own experience, finds that a good sweat each day gives her the ability to take on 
what life gives with a sense of grace, grit and gratitude. Jessica has trained under 
Natasha Rizopoulos, Jill Abraham, Nikki Meyers, and S.N. Goenka in yoga and 
meditation. She is devoted to helping others thrive by walking in their true, 
uncompromised highest self. 
 

 


